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from what I gather was originally compiled by one of the Gnome developers for the Brazilian Gnome project. ahh how can I install from their source tar? apt-get source probably Thank you. Will I need to
recompile it on Ubuntu, just for it to compile correctly? I don't have it installed yet, but I do have the source. oh, not sure i can't remember if you need to sudo apt-get build-dep gnome-desktop-environment
will pull in the libraries and headers you need to build it OK thanks! So I have a gnome ubuntu installed, what is the best way to install kde on it? Will the ubuntu package manager work fine with kde or do I

need to do it manually? dunno, i never use kde Well I figured it would be worth the try. I have a VM with Kubuntu on it, but thats not the same :) I like it, but thats just me I like using kde with gnome that way
you can have kde and gnome both side by side and just switch back and forth. I have both kde and gnome installed at the same time. It's pretty damn cool! it is :) i have xfce on this box ã�� ah. and xfce is like
gnome without all the bloat? not really I dont like gnome because of the bloat Haha Aww. Too bad. Gnome was way better than kde at that point. But now Gnome seems to have run their course. I'm not a fan

of Unity, but it's based on Gnome2 so I might have to use it. there
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